1. ABSTRACT

Once discarded by many American architects, the urban grid has found favor in the context of The New Urbanism. Nonetheless, skepticism about the relevance of the grid remains among those who see the grid as part of another architectural fad, a form of architectural determinism or another assault on the architect’s authority over urban design.

Were the grid placed in the context of neurological research on spatial-visual perception, cognition and movement, its broader social and economic relevance to urban life might be better understood. Particularly alien is a characteristic of urban settlements that has persisted from the earliest times: one so obvious it seems unrecognized. In small hamlets and in large cities since the beginnings of civilization 5000 years ago, the everyday space of settlements has been arranged orthogonally into two primordial elements, uninterrupted or continuous linear spaces we call streets and discrete usually rectangular built forms we call buildings. These public linear spaces and private bordered spaces cells are the equivalent of prospect and refuge (Appleton 1975) which appear to be instrumental in human evolutionary success.

Recent neurological research (Plumert & Spencer 2005, Solstad et al. 2008) gives credence to linking mechanisms in the hippocampus with human evolutionary success and urban form. This paper reviews landscapes of evolution, the development of patterns of sedentary space, relevant neurological knowledge and spatial thought in architecture. It suggests human evolution underlies the urban grid, which, in turn, offers optimal tradeoffs of generality with specificity (Gigerenzer 2000) not only in route selection (wayfinding) but also in structuring the social and economic relationships affected by private and public space and property.
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